Top 20 Search Engine Optimization
(SEO) Tips & Resources
Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is investing time, efforts, and funds to be favorably indexed/ranked
in the "organic", "natural", "free" search results on search engines.
Once you start implementing SEO if it is not done right your site could be labeled as using "black hat"
or spamming techniques and black listed - so do your due diligence with your SEO providers.
Partnering with Internet Consulting, Inc. ensures your SEO is done right.
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1. Initial keyword/phrase research.
Go through your website, view competitors' sites, and use SEO keyword research tools to put together
an initial comprehensive keywords/phrase SEO list in an Excel Spreadsheet.
Send this list to other decision-makers in your company and have them add, remove, and prioritize the
terms.
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2. Either create SEO content, or have Internet Consulting, Inc. create the content for you for
very reasonable fees.
3. Ensure these keywords are properly placed and formatted in:
• Title Tags up to 70 characters. Without using stop words: a, if, the, then, and, an, to, and so on.
• Meta Description Tags. These don't have much (if any) ranking benefits - but they are what
some top search engines pull from for the descriptive text below the website link that does rank.
These should be between 25 and 35 words max. They should be written as compelling content for
prospects to click on your website link.
• Alt Tags. Insert keywords into alt tags.
• Header Tags. Use at least H1, and H2 and/or H3 if merited.
• Name photograph and video files with keywords - not generic default names.
• Page content should have up to 9% keyword density ratio.
If you go over this you risk being labeled a spammer and will get black listed from search engines.
Keyword density is just a fancy term for how often your terms/phrases are in the content in ratio
to the other words.
There are plenty of free keyword density ratio analyzers - just Google the term.
• Internal Links. Your website destination pages should have your keywords in the link text.
Don't use stop words or symbols.
• Use 2 sitemaps for your website: an XML version and a static version on an HTML page.
• Sitemaps are pages for search engines that list all the pages on the site.
• Controlled crawling: use robots.txt files to guide spiders to pages and directories you want
crawled and denies entry to protected areas of your site.
• Do not use black hat or spamming techniques such as white text on white background, or 1
pixal links, or keyword stuff, and so on. Only use white hat techniques.
4. Submit your website to the search engines.
5. Do ongoing edits to the site content in order to continually update the time stamp, so search
engines continue to crawl your site on an ongoing basis.
6. Have a blog on your website. Add viral components to your website or blog - reviews, sharing
functions, ratings, visitor comments, and so on. If you don't want to invest the time and efforts
for ongoing blog posts Internet Consulting, Inc. will handle this for you - for very reasonable fees.
7. Join associations, directories, and other portals that provide quality in-bound links tying your
website to communities directly relevant to your supplying capabilities. Do NOT join link farms
or fraudulently build inbound links - you will be labeled a spammer and be black-listed.
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8. Get happy customers to bookmark your website.
9. Get happy customers to post favorable Google reviews.
10. Set up and maintain your business social media profile pages. Then get followers or happy
customers to "Like" you on Facebook, "follow" you and "retweet" your posts on Twitter, "follow"
you on Instagram, "follow" you on Pinterest, "follow" you on Google+, and so on.
11. Make sure you website page speed loads fast. There are plenty of free website speed analyzers.
12. Make sure your website is responsive (mobile friendly to fit different size desktop computers,
tablets, and mobile phones). Run your site through Google's Mobile Friendly Test.
13. If you can't compete with generic highly competitive terms use long-tail phrases that will
provide quality not quantity usage.
14. Check for canonicalization issues - www and non www domain names/URL's. If you don't
address this Google sees two different websites.
15. Make sure you don't have broken links on your site. 404 errors will hurt your SEO.
16. If you are on a shared server, do a blacklist check to make sure you're not on a proxy with a
banned site or spammer.
17. Anything you put behind a log-in will not be indexed on the search engines.
18. Link out from your site to quality industry sites.
19. Create a video (or videos) and create a video sitemap and list it in your Google Webmaster
Central account. Submit videos to Youtube, Vimeo, Yahoo, and other quality video sites.
20. Don't use duplicate content, don't plagiarize, don't write copy that clearly is for search engines
not people, don't do SEO unless you know SEO - for once you start messing with code and other
SEO factors if you don't do it right you will be labeled a spammer and be black listed.
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We are able to:
• Help on-staff personnel already handing your initiatives - with do-it-yourself tools and/or working together
• Complement already outsourced initiatives - or accurately report and/or fill in the gaps for existing campaigns.
• Be your turnkey agency solution.

DO YOUR DUE DILIGENCE WHEN PARTNERING WITH SEO SPECIALISTS,
THEY SHOULD PROVIDE:
• SEO success with other clients.
• Transparency with detailing what they are working on
• Initial keyword/phrase & competitor search terms research
• Collaboration with you to prioritize the best terms to target for your business
• On-page and off-page strategies to for your SEO
• Access to journals/work logs detailing exactly where time is spent for the deliverables
• Reviewing detailed monthly indexing/ranking reports with you, covering each term you are
interested in.
• Review quality conversions achieved through advanced reporting. A good search engine
optimization (SEO) firm does not just send you automated complicated reports that you don't
understand.
• Review general overall usage and quality of conversions to your site (all usage, not just from
terms being targeted. With Google's RankBrain the terms may not even be in the search strings so general quality usage routed to your site is a solid metric to analyze. As long as you are drilling
down to the quality of conversions with advanced reporting).

A low price is not the best way to choose an SEO provider, the
long-term costs for cheap but not good SEO significantly
outweighs paying a reasonable rate and hiring the right SEO
firm in the first place.

The 1st Step... is to fill out Internet Consulting, Inc.'s no cost in-depth SEO consultation form
(it will take you less than 4 minutes due to most questions being check boxes).

Contact by phone at (224) 677-3222 or email sales@internetconsultinginc.com
www.internetconsultinginc.com
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